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Objective:

Course Outline:

Levels: Topics:

Beginner Introduction to cantonese vowels,consonants and tones.

(30hrs) Greetings, numbers, useful expressions, price, time,

shopping,dine out & food, place, weather, direction, work,travelling

Sentence structure, different tense and some emotion words

Intermediate 10 different topics describing the real situation in Hong Kong by using  

(30hrs) the dialogue. Living environment, HK food, trendy fashion, 

transportation, crime, recreation activities, low-grass living standard,

enviromental protection, society problem, education 

Thru role play and discussion, student can widen their usage of cantonese

Advanced 10 different topics about the scenery in real life and news

(30hrs) Students can learn how to use the slang, idiom, some expression in 

a proper way.

Material: Text Book, ICLOUD for download mp3, web-based flashcards for self practice

Assessment: Quiz (oral) at the beginning of each lesson and Test after 15 hours of lessons

Instructors: Qualified and experienced native HK teachers in teaching Chinese with tertiary education level

Tuition Fee: Please refer to our website for details.

Email: info@southernlanguages.com Enquiry   :  9869 0279

URL: www.southernlanguages.com Facebook.com/southernlanguages

Learn HK's Cantonese - Non-Chinese Speakers

Cantonese - is a dialect, named as "Guangdong wa" or "Guangzhou wa". It is the major

language using in Hong Kong, Macau and Guangdong area.

Our Cantonese course is designed for non-native Chinese speakers. We teach from vocabulary, daily

expression, sentence structure so that the students can use it in a practical way. Our aim is to let the

students can master the language in their daily life.

We provide different types of courses including 1-on-1 private lesson, self-group private lesson and

regular group lesson. Our courses are focusing on oral skills, listening, comprehension, proficiency-

oriented activities for beginning learners. For intermediate to advanced level, a lot of discussion and

reading with more vocabularies will be taught according to the profession of students.
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